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Equilibrium helium film in the thick film limit 
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For the thickness 0 5  a liquid or solid quantum f i lm,  like liquid helium or solid hydrogen, there 
exist still open questions about how the film thickness develops in certain limits. One of these is 
the thick film limit, i.e., the crossover from the thick film to bulk. We have performed rneasure- 
ments in this range using the surface plasmon resonance technique and an evaporated h g  film de- 
posited on glass as substrate. The thickness of the  adsorhed helium film is varied by changing the 
distance h of the bulk reservoir to the surface of the substrate. In the limiting case, when h 4 0, 
the film thickness approaches about 100 n m  following the wan der Waals law in thc retarded re- 
gime. The film thickness and its dependence on h is precisely determined and theoretically mo- 
deled. The equilibrium fiIm thickness behavimzr js  discussed in detail. The agreement between the- 
ory and experiment is very good. 

PACS: 67.7Q,+n, 68.iS.+e, 68.43,-h, 68.55.-a 

Introduction amount of the licluid above the bulk level due to the 
competition between Laplace force and gravitational 

The thickness of a liquid film grown under corn- force [3], a known as suspended films, The 
plete wetting conditions on a horizolltal substrate is same could, in principle, be responsible for 
an important parameter for many areas of condensed the creation of a macrwcopically thick liquid film 
matter physics, especially for surface science studies. when + the participation of van der 
This film thickness, under thermodynamical equilib- Waals  forces (see Figs. 3 , 4 ) .  
rium conditions (i . en ,  in coexistence with its saturated In addition to tile theoretical discussion we have 
vapour pressure)? is very On the distance precise measurements of the thickness of a 
the bulk liquid level to the surface of the substrate, 
see Fig. 1. The existing description of thick adsorbed 
films [ i ,2] generally deals with van der WaaIs forces. 
In the case when retardation plays a role the depend- 
ence of the fiIm thickness, d, is 

d rll !J-v4. (1 1 
However, the singularity in definition ( 1 ) , when 
h -t 0, is not physical, i.e., d would go to infinity al- 
though the bulk level is just at the height of the sub- 
strate (see Fig. 2).  This shows that this limiting case 
has to be described more accurately, see below. 

There are some alternative interpretations t o  the Fig. f. The thickness of a thin liquid film, d,  completely 
van der Waals dependence of d ( h ) ,  One of them can wetting a horizontal substrate and being in coexistence 
be formulated as the meniscus problem. It is well with its saturated vapour pressure, i.e., in Ihc prescnce of 

known that the vedical substrate walls can lift some bulk liquid. The distance between the substrate and the 
hulk liquid level is h. 
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liquid helium film on a silver substrate using the sur- 
face plasmon technique [ 4 ] .  The experimental depend- 
ence of d(h ) ,  for h + 0, follows the corrected van des 
Waals scenario. 

Theoretical description 

I. First we will consider the genera! van der Waals 
scenario for the behaviour of d(f2). If the substrate, on 
which a helium film is adsorbed, is perfect (i.e. ideally 
flat), then the definition of the thickness of this film, 
d,  in the van der Waals approximation is given by 

Here k, is the van der Waals constant including re- 
tardation. For the definition of la see Fig. 1. Typical 
values of k, are of the order lo- '  crn5/4 [ 5 ] .  

Under the conditions h > 0, the solution of Eq. (2) 
with respect to d is possible provided h 5 d. So we get 

ht the special point h = 0 ,  i.e., when the bulk level is 
a t  the height of the substrate, we have 

For the bulk helium level below the substrate, i.e., 
when h < 0, we get 

log h 

Fig. 2.  The depende~lce of d ( h )  in the van der Wads ap- 
proximation (qualitatively), considering Eqs. (4) and ( 5 )  
in a semi-log scale. The dashed line indicates the behav- 
iour of d ( h )  i f it is only described by Eq. (I). Thc inset 
illustrates the limiting case when h = 0, and so the thick- 
ness of the adsorbed film is do. 

thin liquid film *z  

bulk 'fiquid level 

Fzg. 3. A tilted substrate, with tilt allgle O which is par- 
tially immersed in bulk liquid. The upper part of the sub- 
strate, i.e., for la  > 0, is covered by a thin Iiquid film. How- 
ever, just above the value h = 0 the Itquid film is lifted by 
the meniscus forming between the substrate wall and the 
bulk liquid level. The height hmCni, up to which the film is 
governed by the meniscus, is described by Eq. (6). 

The predicted behaviour of d(hS in the van der Waals 
approximation i s  presented in Fig. 2 .  

2. The I i f t  of the thin liquid film by the bulk menis- 
cus is estimated using the geometry shown in Fig. 3. 

The calculations, like in Ref. 3, show thalt 

2 2 ~ l u  sin@)'fl with a = -. (6) 
Pg 

Here p is the  liquid density, g the acceleration due to 
gravity, crlU the liquid helium surface tension, and a 
the capillary length. I t  becomes evident that for the 
limiting case O -+ x/2 then hmeniS << a. Therefore, a 
lift of the liquid by the meniscus in case of an ideal 
wetted horizontal substrate is not effective. 

3. However, if the solid substrate is not f lat  (which 
is usually the case), then there is another channel for a 

thin He-film corrugation tops 

/--/ 

bulk liquid helium 

Fig, 4. A schematic sketch of a wrmgated surface where, 
due to the meniscus effect, a suspended thick liquid helium 
f i lm can be formed. The symbols are explained in the text. 
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4 [$I = so + ;to) tor /i -+ 0, (11) 

Fig. 5. The scketch of the experimental cell. An incoming 
iight beam from a monochromatic source L is reflected from 
a mirror S towards the face of a glass prism G. From there 
the reflected light is detected by a sensitive photodiode P. 
The adsorbed hclium is measured on top of a thin 40 nrn 
thick Ag film evaporated onto the glass prism. The bulk he 
lium level (not shown) is measured via a cylindrical capaci- 
tor C standing vertically inside the cell. Temperature equi- 
librium is checked both by a thermometer mounted onto 
the prism surface and via the vapour pressure measured 
with a high resolution pressure gauge outside the cryostat. 

d ( h )  dependence. This arises also from the meniscus 
effect 131. Now we will forrnzllatc this dependcncc for 
a co~rugated perturbation of the surface of the solid 
substrate, see Fig. 4 .  In this case we have 

where 

and 

(9) 
Here d(  h)  represents the van der Waals contribution, 
from Eq. (5), in cd>. 

Under the condition R(h)  >> b the value S(h) ,  
Eq. (8), is not sensitive t o  h ,  and so the dependence 
d ( h )  can be presented as 

2Sob 
with d,,, - - 

a + b l  

with the asymptotic behaviour of ; ( A )  as 

One can see that the meniscus effect S(Iz) in 
<d(h)> can be dominant if >> do, where do is from 
Eg . (4). It can also be sensitive to h if the Iaplace ra- 
dius RlhS is comparable with the characteristic of the 
corrugation b. In the opposite limit, Eq. ( lo) ,  the 
presence of  roughness of the solid substrate (more pre- 
cisely - solid corrugation) leads to a shift of the film 
thickness in the dependence <d(Va)>. 

Experimental verification 

In order to check above predictions for the limiting 
case when h + 0 we have performed preliminary mea- 
surements of the thickness of a growing ' ~ e  film. As 
experimental technique we used a surface plasmon 
(SP) resonance setup which a1 lows for a resolution of 
the helium fi lm thickness of about 1 A, see Ref. 4 .  The 
surface plasmons are excited, using a mo~lochromatic 
light source, at the interface of a thin quench-con- 
densed Ag film, deposited on a glass prism, and the 
adsorbed helium film, see Fig. 5. This light beam is re- 
flected at the prism and the reflected light is measured 
with a very sensitive photodiode (for a more detailed 
description of such a setup see Ref. 6). Under reso- 
nance conditions, i.e., when the angle of incidence 
corresponds to the surface plasmon resonance angle, 
Iittle or no Sight is detected. Keeping this resonance 
conditions via a feedback loop the thickness of the ad- 
sorbed helium film can be measured. 

The thickness of the helium film is determined as 
function of the buIk helium IeveI. This bulk level is 
changed in small steps by slowly condensing in helium 
gas from a known volume. I t  turns out that the relax- 
ation times to achieve a stable bulk level is of the or- 
der of hours. Thc experiment is pcrformcd at 1.4 I t ,  
i.e., when the helium is superfluid. The height of the 
bulk Ievel is measured with a cylindrical capacitor, see 
Fig. 5, which gives a resolution of about 50 pm. This 
height measurement is cross-checked by the total vol- 
ume of gas added to the celI and a precise check of the 
cell volume and the inside geometry after the experi- 
ment. 

In Fig. 6 we show the growth of the hclium film 
starting from a bulk level of I-) h = 0.5 cm below the 
surface of the substrate. At  this point the thickness of 
the helium film d is about 73 nm. As the bulk level is 
raised the film thickncss grows showing a hPv4 de- 
pendence as described by Eq. (1 0)-( 2 2) .  Within these 
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Fig. 6. Thc thicknes ;sf the adqorlwd I~clium film, d ,  3s func- 
tion of the varying bulk helium level, h. Here / I  is already 
very sn~all and so the dependence of d follows tllc 1 ~ ' ' ~  law 
(solid li11e) Cur h 2 0.06 cnl, see text. For slnaller values of 11 
1.e. < 0.1 cm the film thickness deviates from this law. 

results wc can f ~ t  our experimental data. When fitting 
the data in the interval 0.1 cm < (-) 1) < 0.3 cm, using 
Eq. ( l o ) ,  the agrccrnent is quite good, see Fig. 7 ,  and 
the parameter d,,, can be obtained. It turns out tha t  
dco, = 49nm and so (if we assumc that  a = b) we gel 
60= d,,, = 49 nni 

We  interprcl l h ~ s  obscrval~on due  lo Lhe fact thal  
the surface must be very rough, but without Gaussian 
peaks, and so there 1s bulk condensation between some 
roughness peaks whlcli sclds to the measured film 
thickness. That our surface was indeed quite rough 
was seen in the measured SP resonance curvcs which 
showed a large resonance w i d ~ h ,  much  wi<lcr than  for 
an  deal smooth Ag-t'11m. 1 lowever, once the atlsorbccl 
Ileliurn film is thicker than the height of the rough~>ess 
peaks its influence IS screened and so a further growl11 
111 film thickness should show the ideal bchaviour, 
seen In the data for h + 0. The influence of substrate 
roughness in the film thickness of adsorbed films wilt 
be investigated and presented elsewhere. 

When h drops below 0.1 cm thc measured data dc- 
viate from the above law, see Fig. 6. Eventually the  
film thickness levcls oft a t  around I00 nm, see Fig. 7.  
Using Eq. ( 1 1 ) and k, t G 4 . I  o - ~  ~rn'!~ one gets for 
2(0)  102 nm. From Ecl. ( 2  0) we get d(O) = dco, + 
+ O . S ~ ( O )  = i00  nln, which corresponds well lo the er- 
perimental value for h + 0 

Conclusions 

We have in\lestigated the growing of an adsorbed 
liquid f i lm d on a substrate as fu~lction of the d i s t a ~ ~ c e  

Ftg .  7. The same data polnts of d plotted against h as In 

Fig. G ,  howcvrr now on a semi-log plot. The deviation 
from the expected h-' "' behaviour (sol~d line) for small 
values of 11 1s clearly seen The thickness of the helium 
Film nppronchcs a final value ol around 100 nln. This is 
the predicted behaviour sho\rn in Flg. 2, and descril~ed by 
Eqs. ( 4 )  and ( 5 ) .  

between the bulk liquid levcl and the surface of the 
substrate h which is above the  bulk level The calcula- 
hens of the  thickness of such a film are given for the 
thick film Illnit, i .e.,  when 11 -+ 0 and under retarda- 
tion conditions, on ideal smooth surfaces. These pre- 
d~ct ions  arc confirmccl by measurements of a liquid he- 
lium film adsorbed to  a silver surface Both the 
thickness of the helium film and the change In the bulk 
helium levcl are lneasured w ~ t l ~  high resolu~ion in [he 
range of 70 n m  < d < 100 nm tbr 0.5 em > (-) h > 0. 
Experiments to study the cross-over from the rctarded 
to  the non-rclnrdetl regime are currently running The 
influence of substrate roughness on adsorbed quantum 
films 1s also under investigation, both theorelicnlly 
ancl experimentally. 
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